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Natural hair flourishes best when it is well hydrated and able to retain that moisture. The market is full of products that
promise to do just that, but some do not deliver. The issues can be from the ingredients found in the products or from
them being manufactured without the proper ph. range. Whichever the reason you can assure that your product is
formulated properly by creating your own. Making Natural Hair Care Products, A Beginner's Guide gives you more than
just great recipes that you can tailor to fit your own personal needs or for your targeted consumer. It also provides you
with detailed in-depth information ingredients. More information can be found on the back cover of the book. Check it out.
Calling All parents of Children with beautiful Mixed race Curls or Afro hair, your prayers have been answered! Tears and
tantrums do not need to be apart of your Hair care routine! Lovingly written by passionate Hairducation Expert Sal
founder of Natural hair care brand Root2tip is Full of Pictures to guide you through . Wash-days, Detangling, Moisturising
and Simple safe hairstyles. This book is a must have purchase for any parent or carer with a Curly/Afro haired child!
Your hands-on guide to the best care for your child's hair Now taking care of your child's hair can be fun, easy, and
trouble-free! In Wavy, Curly, Kinky, renowned stylist Deborah Lilly shows parents the best ways to style and maintain
African American boys' and girls' hair from infancy to the preteen years. She presents clear, easy-to-follow hair care
guidelines for the three different types of African American hair and gives you expert recommendations for the best
products and techniques for each hair type. Featuring step-by-step instructions, photographs, illustrations, and a helpful
question-and-answer section, this comprehensive, user-friendly guide shows you how to: Determine your child's hair
texture Get up to speed on hair care basics from washing to combing to braiding Press, relax, or texturize hair Weigh the
pros and cons of cutting your child's hair Train, nurture, and manage problem hair Keep your child's hair healthy and
looking great with Wavy, Curly, Kinky—and transform hair care time from a chore to a fun, bonding experience for both
you and your child!
GROW BLACK HAIR FASTER AND LONGER 15 Tips to Growing Black Hair Faster, Longer and Healthy I would really
like to discuss the subject of the way to develop natural black hair. Sure, any woman can develop black hair. So, in this
book I will show you some of my black hair growth secrets and techniques;This book is a guide to growing black long
hair. The whole thing you want to know about washing and moisturizing hair in addition to creating weekly natural hair
growth schedule. I strongly consider that the purpose my natural hair grew so long is due to my minimum manipulation.In
this book you will understand the secret to growing fast, healthy and long black hair like eating the right food, going for
the right hair care material, using the right oil suitable for your hair, how you can prevent hair breakage and many great
tips are contain in this book.Get Yours Now.
So we all have questions about natural hair: how to moisturize it, how to grow it longer, how to define our curl pattern,
how to determine if our hair is protein sensitive; the list goes on and on. You understand kinky hair and how to care for it
in this book. Easy-to-read format and motivational in helping you appreciate natural hair and want to develop the best
maintenance routine you can for its healthy growth. Help you to improve many things and you can look at the ingredients
of hair care products and know the function of the ingredients.
The Black Woman's Hair Bible is the complete 'How-to' on Black hair care and maintenance. Here is just some of what
you will learn: Frustration-free hair maintenance...Tips on how to properly take care of your natural hair, relaxed hair or
weave. The 13 things that stop you from getting longer hair and the 10 things you can do, starting today, to grow your
hair longer (see page 106). BECOME YOUR OWN HAIR DOCTOR! A crash course in how your hair works including the
topics of hair porosity & hair elasticity and why it is important for you to know. (If you read only one chapter from this
book, make sure this is it). Two “super foods” known by very few women that are fantastic for your hair (One of them is
wheatgrass, the other is a plant native to northwestern India that has over 90 different nutrients -- find out what it is on
page 177). The 13 keys to a successful transition to natural hair. One of keys is how to respond to negative comments
about your natural hair from friends and family, find out what the other 12 keys are (see page 41). Step-by-Step
instructions on the most effective ways to moisturize constantly dry hair including the L.O.C, L.C.O, L.C.S.O and Baggy
methods. Do your hair faster -- Time saving tips you can use to make sure your wash day routine DOES NOT take the
whole day. (see page 69) A Six-step visual guide to creating your own regimen (including a list of product
recommendations that your hair will love -- see page 50). The 9 other reasons why you are experiencing
breakage...Besides dry hair (see page 154). Save $$$...Money saving tips when buying hair products (including how you
can shop at one of the biggest retailers in the world and get a 15% discount every time you buy a hair product -- see
page 77). Does your hair grow faster when relaxed?...15 outrageous Black hair myths debunked! How to properly take
care of newborn, toddler and pre-teen hair (see page 169). The 7 things you absolutely MUST not do to your
hair...unfortunately number 4 is far too common and one of the leading causes of hair damage (see page 95). Tips on
maintaining your weave (including how to put an end to an itchy scalp and simple ways to prevent embarrassing odors
from a weave -- see page 142) Tips to coloring your hair including using natural dyes like Henna (including tips on
coloring weaves and wigs -- see page 143). Put an end to excessive dandruff...Learn which foods you may be eating that
actually increase dandruff (see page 150). Causes of excessive hair shedding (medication is the common one -- find out
the other not-so-common causes on page 159). How to protect your own hair (and weave hair) when you are sleeping,
working out or swimming. “Weird” techniques for hair growth that actually work ( massaging your scalp is just one of
them). Tips on maintaining and protecting your hair in the summer and winter...including how to protect your hair both
inside and outside the house (see page 163). How to properly detangle your hair (HINT: Use your fingers first). The 6
questions you want to ask yourself BEFORE you buy weave hair that will make sure your weave lasts longer and looks
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more natural. The 'how' and 'why' your hair knots and tangles (including what you can do to reduce knots and tangles).
How to tell which hair products will be good for your hair (including how to prevent allergic reactions with new products -see page 75). 7 causes of chronically dry hair and what you can do to fix it (see page 151). Causes of hair loss and ways
to prevent and reverse hair loss (see page 158). BONUS! : Do-it-Yourself. Simple recipes and instructions on how to
make your own shampoos and conditioners...with ingredients so safe they can also be eaten! BONUS! : A complete
guide on how-to-find a good hairstylist (Avoid becoming a hair salon disaster story!)
"All of the entries are readable and interesting...and many of the people found here are not covered in standard
biographical works. This unique reference should find its place in all major academic and public library collections."
Reference Books Bulletin
Black Hair Care In Color is the second photo book of Arial Robinson. This book of drawings that explores color through
hair products. Hair is a big part of black culture. Our hair tells a story and many times speaks for us before we can. Our
hair tells stories of passion and courage and strength. A lot of patience, attention and care goes into keeping black hair
healthy. As we've moved through the years, we've learned more about our hair. The products and styles have changed.
In this book Arial Robinson explores old and new products and tools that have helped black hair defy gravity and odds.
Products in the book are grouped by their color to help children learn. Many products will be familiar to children, and they
may even be able to spot them in their own homes. Outside of this book being a great learning material, it also serves as
a great coffee table. This book is a great nostalgic piece that explores the products that we all grew up on and the ones
that we will use on our children and grandchildren.
This eBook was written to give black women the information they need to have in order to maintain healthy hair and see increased hair
growth.It consists of a full and in-depth guide on black hair care techniques, products and methods that are discussed in a manner that
makes sense and is easy for anyone to follow.
Elizabeth Johnson's Resistance and Empowerment in Black Women's Hair Styling develops the argument that one way Black women define
themselves and each other, is by the way they style/groom their hair via endorsement by the media through advertisement, idealized
identification of Black female celebrities, and encouragement by professional celebrity hair stylists who serve as change agents. As a result,
hair becomes a physical manifestation of their self-identity, revealing a private and personal mindset. Her research answers the following
questions: What is the relationship between Black females' choice of hairstyles/grooming and transmitted messages of aesthetics by the
dominant culture through culturally specific magazines?; What role do the natural hair blogs/vlogs play as a change agent in encouraging or
discouraging consumers grooming their hair in its natural state?; What impact does a globalized consumer market of Black hair care products
have on Hispanic/Latinas and Bi-Racial women?; Are Black female Generation Y members more likely to receive backlash for failure to
conform their hair to dominant standards in their hair adornment in the workplace? Johnson thus demonstrates that the major concern from
messages sent to Black women about their hair is its impact on Black identity. Thus, the goal of Black women should be to break with
hegemonic modes of seeing, thinking, and being for full liberation. This critical and deep consciousness will debunk the messages told to
Black women that their kinky, frizzy, thick hair is undesirable, bad, unmanageable, and shackling.
With the hugely successful natural hair movement, Black women have been embracing their natural textures in full force within the last
decade. This has caused an increase of information on natural hair from styling to caring but most information is scattered around the web in
blogs, vlogs and some books. Finding step by step direction and accurate information is hard for most and downright difficult for others. It was
time to bring a one stop shop of accurate and detailed information to make the process easier and up close and personal. In this
comprehensive guide to training once-processed hair to return to its original state, Natural Hair For Beginners, is a must-read for women of
color or any woman with the desire to achieve the evolutionary results they seek. This book is unique as it is a comprehensive and userfriendly read, complete with expertly explained definitions along with providing essential tools and techniques for maintaining strong, wellnourished hair. There is no book on the market that has all of that information along with educating women on natural hair terms, brands, and
even the mindset needed to attain a positive experience. With extensive background information, step-by-step directions, and answers to the
most frequently asked questions, readers will find all the information they need to accomplish their hair styling goals from hair growth, thinning
edges to common ingredients to look for and to steer clear of.
Go deeper than the Black History you may think you know! Black American History For Dummies reveals the terrors and struggles and
celebrates the triumphs of Black Americans. This handy book goes way beyond what you may have studied in school, digging into the
complexities and the intrigues that make up Black America. From slavery and the Civil Rights movement to Black Wall Street, Juneteenth,
redlining, and Black Lives Matter, this book offers an accessible resource for understanding the facts and events critical to Black history in
America. The history of Black Americans is the history of Americans; Americans dance to Black music, read Black literature, watch Black
movies, and whether they know it or not reap the benefits of the vibrant political, athletic, and sociological contributions of Black Americans.
With this book, you can dive into history, culture, and beyond. See how far there’s yet to go in the approach to studying Black American
culture and ending racism. Get the authoritative story on the growth and evolution of Black America from slavery, Reconstruction, Jim Crow,
the Civil Rights era through to today Discover the Black artists, musicians, athletes, and leaders who have made the United States what it is
Develop a fuller understanding of concerns about police brutality and other front-and-center race issues Find out how every aspect of
American life connects to Black history Black American History For Dummies is for anyone who needs to learn or re-learn the true history
about Black Americans.
The first thing you need to know about hair care, is, the hair care product manufacturer is not your friend. Yes, that is why it's not a problem
for them to include ingredients like sulphates and parabens in their formulations. Even though they know that Sulphates will probably leave
you looking twice your age in a few years, and parabens can make it difficult for you to get pregnant, or increase your risks of developing
breast cancer, they still use these ingredients anyway. A company's gotta make some cheddar you know. Hair care manufacturing
companies are not non-profit organizations. Their major goal for setting up shop is to get that mulla. But the, your hair is said to be your
crowning glory, and it's normal to want to improve your hair if it's not to your satisfaction. You see, in order to grow and maintain your natural
hair, you must have a perfect understanding of what natural hair is. There are many definitions of the term "natural hair," but I'll let you in on
the most common definition, and the one we'll talk about most often in this book. "Natural hair is a relaxer-free hair. It differs greatly from
chemical-free hair. on the surface, chemicals are often considered as toxic and dangerous, but this is usually not the case most of the time.
Most of the chemicals that you use on your hair are harmless and perfectly safe." The perfect model for black natural hair is the African
American natural hair. It is sometimes tagged as "nappy hair" that needs to be corrected with a relaxer. We've heard stories of women facing
some form of discrimination in their workplace and in religious settings due to their hairstyles. It is said that some employers consider these
hairstyles unprofessional, while religious leaders consider it as a sign of immorality. Many have been denied promotions or jobs because of
their natural hair. And the big one - it has caused issues in many relationships. A Beginner's Guide to Natural Hair Care is about teaching you
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what you need to know about your natural hair and providing you with the right information and resources to help you grow that beautiful hair
you've always wanted. I've done a very intensive research on this subject because I want to give you the opportunity to learn how best to care
for your natural hair. Of course, one of the best ways to learn is by reading and analyzing the experiences of others. What's more? You get
encouraged when you see the photos of women with their beautiful and well-groomed natural hair, while they testify and speak positively
about their hair care journey. These testimonies are evidence that you also can be successful if you can invest the energy and the time into
learning the right techniques of natural hair care. Is there a reason you're struggling on your hair care journey? Some of the tips given online
are faulty. That's it! You see, many product manufacturers or hair advisors will stress that you have to search for and find the perfect products
(usually tagged holy grail products). Some may say that you have to understand a specific technique, like the baggy method or protective
styling, before you can record some degree of success in your natural hair journey. If you've tried these techniques without success, then you
probably know that the tips you're following are nothing more than generic recycled advice. That's the primary reason why I wrote A
Beginner's Guide to Natural Hair Care. The tips in this book are based on a well-crafted blueprint for having a successful natural hair journey.
If you need long-term results, then this book is for you. It will help you build a solid foundation that will guarantee you success for life on your
natural hair journey. Cheers to your beautiful, black, natural hair.
A chronicle of black hair in America looks back at the styles, myths, and grooming techniques adopted by African Americans throughout their
history.
Provides information on child hair care for kinky, curly, or wavy hair and step-by-step instructions for styles that can be created in less than
fifteen minutes including braids, cornrows, and twists.
Growing & proper maintenance of Black hair has seemingly been a mystery to Black women for many years. Why won't my hair grow? Why
do we go bald after chemicals sometimes? Does trimming the ends make hair grow? Can frequent washing dry it out? These & other
questions are discussed in the only proven Black Hair growth system. ULTRA BLACK HAIR GROWTH II is the most comprehensive black
hair care manual available. A step by step manual to help Black women learn to care for their hair appropriately, which in turn encourages
growth through proper maintenance. The techniques defined in the book have been successfully tested across the continent over three years
with excellent responses from many of its users. Most have reported 100% improvement after the first treatment.
Are you ready to get gorgeous, rich and easily managed hair all naturally? Whether you want to (1) get away from harsh, toxic chemicals that
damage your hair, (2) stop paying through the nose for expensive hair care products, or (3) find solutions for your specific hair challenges that
actually work, then keep reading as this book will show you everything you need to know. Ditch the damaging chemicals and use easily
applied natural hair care products! No more guessing; now you can know exactly what you're putting into your hair and why. You can support
a healthy hair lifestyle by choosing from mixtures of raw organic ingredients to make your hair shine. These treatments are silicone free and
most are gluten free. Find out what nutrients your hair needs in order to look its very best. Learn to use organic ingredients that will repair
your specific hair type and will enhance its shine and manageability. Learn how to reduce the oiliness of oily hair and how to effectively
moisturize dry hair. You can experience some dramatic anti-aging benefits by turning to natural solutions that are surprisingly simple to make.
You'll be using ingredients you have around your house to keep your hair vibrant, luscious, and glowing all year round. You won't need fancy
lab equipment to make these high quality hair treatments; everything can be easily mixed up in your kitchen, using little more than a glass
bowl and a spoon. Save money and get hair solutions that actually work! Keep your hair from breaking off, flying loose, or going all frizzy on
you; relax tight curls or introduce waves into straight hair; better yet, do it all for a fraction of the cost it would take if you used commercial
products! You will learn how to use essential oils for more than their refreshing aromatherapy; these concentrated essences can provide
powerful healing and protective energies. When you use biodegradable materials that do not harm the soil and are safe when introduced into
the water system, you are also giving your hair healthy nutrients they need to grow strong, lush, and vibrant. You can have incredible hair that
will turn heads. Learn what your hair needs in order to thrive. Use easy-to-follow instructions to create your own stimulating shampoos out of
ingredients easily found in a grocery store or pharmacy. Make no-fail conditioners and rinses that render your hair squeaky clean and highly
manageable. Use homemade styling aids that are every bit as powerful as their commercial counterparts, but are much less costly. Discover
practical hair management pointers that are targeted for your specific hair type. You will also find some tips that will enhance your natural
beauty and find practical advice to resolve some common hair care challenges. What Will You Discover About Natural Hair Care? How to use
kitchen spices to enhance your hair's natural color. How to easily make your own shampoos and conditioners to strengthen and nourish your
hair. Which bits of hair care lore actually work, and which are totally bogus! How to prevent hair loss and stimulate hair growth. How to make
a simple styling gels that will add body to fine hair, without weighing it down. You Will Also Learn: The practical use of hair rinses to target
specific needs. Foods you can eat that will give you healthier hair. What hairstyles work best for which types of hair. Pain-free strategies for
growing out your bangs. Make your hair incredible at a fraction of the cost: Get this book now!
Celebrate the beauty of curls in a buoyant how-to, manifesto, and curly girl support group all in one. Say no to shampoo, unplug the dryer,
and kiss frizz and bad hair days good-bye. Curly Girl is the surprising bible for those with naturally curly or wavy hair and a desire to celebrate
it, from Lorraine Massey, owner of the Devachan salons and products. It’s all here: Daily routines for corkscrew, Botticelli, fractal, and wavy
curls. Homemade lotions and potions for locking in moisture. Expert tips on caring for African American hair. Fabulous dos for weddings and
special occasions. How to trim your hair yourself, step-by-step. (Remember: It’s not what you take off; it’s what you leave on.)
Recommendations for chemical-free products. And so much more: the care, the styling, the products, the remedies, the empowering, pro-curl
attitude. Includes: Ten things to do before you dye You are what you eat—and so are your curls Getting kids to love their curls Curly guys
Lorraine’s 12-step recovery program And check out Lorraine’s video tutorials on YouTube.
If you are natural, pondering the thought of going natural, or have decided to go natural, this book will be your reference of knowledge. In
"The 10 Commandments of Black Hair Care", Author Breanna Rutter breaks down everything you need to know to achieve long healthy hair
for your specific hair type. In this comprehensive guide, some of the things you will learn are a plethora of homemade product recipes, tables,
and graphs that you can use to buy the appropriate hair products that you will need for your specific hair type. Other popular topics will be
addressed like; heat training, swimming with natural hair, the big chop, how often you should trim your hair, is it or is it not okay to wear
weaves and extensions while being natural, along with the author's personal hair stories, experiences, and much more!The Natural Hair Bible
Is A Great Book For...- Natural Hair: If you already have natural hair, there is always something new to learn about hair as well as different
ways to approach black hair! Also reading about the author's difference of observation and practices, is something that you can incorporate
into your already existing hair care regimen! - Transitioning Hair: If you are transitioning with your hair, this book has everything that you need
to know about growing healthy long natural hair. If you have big chopped or not, this book talks about how to do so as well as if it is the right
move for you to take right now in your journey to natural hair.- Relaxed hair: If you have chemically relaxed hair, knowing how important it is
to keep your hair moisturized is very critical to the growth of your hair whether you are relaxed or natural. Also, this book provides the
foundation of everything that you need to know if you do decide that going natural is right for you. After reading this book, if you decide going
natural is not for you, a plethora of homemade product recipes and hair care techniques still apply to your already relaxed hair.
'Legendary' - Zadie Smith 'Charlotte is not only the most influential expert on black hair, but an inspiring entrepreneur whose Notting Hill salon
is part beauty destination, part cultural hub with its cross-section of powerful, dynamic clients' - Kenya Hunt, Fashion Editor at Grazia
___________________ Featuring case studies of clients who came to her looking for a hair fix, Good Hair dispels common hair myths and
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give you the knowledge and tools to attain good hair health. Charlotte's expertise is second-to-none and her advice acts as a corrective to the
conflicting and misguided advice that can be found online. Packed with expert advice, nourishing recipes and top maintenance tips, Good
Hair is a celebration of the unique beauty of Black hair. It is the ultimate guide on how to: · Identify and understand your curl textures ·
Promote hair growth and find good products · Choose the right protective styles · Overcome hair loss, itchiness and dryness · Try styles such
as cornrows, locs and bantu knots And while Good Hair is the long over-due bible and how to guide for black hair, this is not just a hairstyling
book. It is also a very well-documented account of the cultural and political history of black hair as well as an inspirational memoir of hope,
determination and entrepreneurialism, as we follow Charlotte's journey from Ghana to opening her first hair salon in West London. 'This book
is not just a brilliant insight into exactly how she became such a powerhouse, it is also an excellent guide to everything you need to know
about black hair'- Funmi Fetto, author of Palette and contributing editor at British Vogue
Twelve Steps For Growing Black Hair presents a natural method for growing Black and African hair. In this book the author discusses the
twelve steps that have helped her to grow longer, healthier hair naturally, without relaxers. The book discusses how to wash, condition, and
style natural Black hair to prevent breakage and encourage growth. Also discussed are thermal pressing, hair care tools, and tips for
choosing healthy hair care products.
Natural Treatments and Recipes to Care for Your Ethnic Hair As Women of Color, we are blessed with the most BEAUTIFUL hair! The
texture in our hair allows for added strength and resilience, volume and versatility. We give Life to the phrase 'Crowning Glory' ! Kinky coily
hair will thrive, if cared for with specific attention to its textural needs. Textured hair needs a lot of love and gentle care. Whether you're
transitioning, are newly natural, or if you've been a bona fide Naturalista for years, this Guide will help you love and love on your Natural
Ethnic Hair, even more! Topics Covered in this Book: - Caring for Your Coils, Kinks and Curls - Pre-Pooing - Powerful Natural Shampoos Rich Conditioners and Lush Deep Conditioners - Hairdressing Options - Natural Hair Gels & Leave-In Conditioners - Choosing the best oils
for your hair This Book Contains Proven Strategies for Achieving Your Hair Health Goals! Improve The Quality Of Your Hair IMMEDIATELY!
The worst thing you can do is to proceed forward with detrimental habits. Just as important as learning what TO do is learning what NOT to
do for your hair care! No matter where you are on your Natural Hair Journey, this guide has something just for you. It will make your life
easier and your hair healthier! Get out of the cycle of damage, cover-up damage and damage some more! Learn how to feed your hair for
optimal health and beauty. Here's a Sample of the Table of Contents: Caring for Your Coils & Curls Buyer Beware Keeping Your Recipes
Safe Pre-Pooing (Get Ready to Get Ready) One Ingredient Remedies Nurturing Hair Cleansers Cleansing Recipes Moisturizing Conditioning
Recipes Powerful Deep Conditioners Simple Hair Remedies Dandruff Treatments Hair Gels & Leave-In Conditioner Recipes And so much
more! You'll feel empowered knowing your hair is at its best, thanks to your all-natural customized maintenance and care. Kinky, Curly and
Coily hair requires special attention and tender loving care to really flourish. You can easily make harmful mistakes that will spell the end of
your hair health and growth goals. Avoid damaging habits, products and ingredients. Use this guide to learn what's best for natural hair and
empower your Natural Hair Journey. The recipes and treatments in this book will nourish your hair from the inside out! Give this book a try
and fall even more madly in love with your Beautiful Natural Hair Sister! NOTE: This book has a great skincare companion! "Skin Care
Beauty Basics: Natural Skincare for Women of Color" guides you through skincare treatments and recipes, designed to optimize your skin's
health & radiance. _____________________ Tags: textured hair, textured hair care, afro hair, afro kinky hair care, ethnic hair care, natural
hair, natural textured hair care, natural texture hair, hair oils, natural hair oils, best natural shampoo, texture, hair texture, ethnic hair texture,
natural beauty, natural hair products, organic shampoo, beauty products, health and beauty, hair and beauty, homemade beauty tips, black
hair; natural hair; beauty products, skin care, skincare, black skin care, natural skincare, skin care recipes, oily skin, acne treatment, black
hair care; black hair care book black hair care books; curly hair books; curly; natural shampoo, natural conditioner, natural hair books for
black women; natural hair growth guide; natural hair growth ebook; ethnic hair care; ethnic hair; black hair bible; natural hair conditioner;
natural hair growth secrets; natural hair recipes; black hair tips; afro hair; african hair; black hair books; black hair ideas; black hair 101;
natural hair 101; black hair for beginners;
The New York Times bestselling 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse will jump-start your weight loss, increase your energy level, clear your
mind, and improve your overall health as you lose ten to fifteen pounds in just ten days. Made up of supernutrients from leafy greens and
fruits, green smoothies are filling and healthy and you will enjoy drinking them. Your body will also thank you for drinking them as your health
and energy improve to levels you never thought possible. It is an experience that could change your life if you stick with it! This book provides
a shopping list, recipes, and detailed instructions for the 10-day cleanse, along with suggestions for getting the best results. It also offers
advice on how to continue to lose weight and maintain good health afterwards. Are you ready to look slimmer, healthier, and sexier than you
have in years? Then get ready to begin the 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse! If you successfully complete the 10-Day Green Smoothie
Cleanse, you will… • Lose 10–15 pounds in 10 days • Get rid of stubborn body fat, including belly fat • Drop pounds and inches fast, without
grueling workouts • Learn to live a healthier lifestyle of detoxing and healthy eating • Naturally crave healthy foods so you never have to diet
again • Receive over 100 recipes for various health conditions and goals
This is an example of Donna Kakonge's online teaching work.

HOLISTIC CARE FOR NATURAL HAIR!! Thanks to Dr. Phoenyx Austin, a physician and natural hair guru, we now have
a fabulous book that explains how to grow and maintain healthy and longer afro-textured hair. And with a head of
gorgeous natural hair herself, Dr. Phoenyx proves that she's not only talking the talk, she's walking the walk! In this book,
you will learn: How afro-textured hair grows and why it's unique from other hair types How to stop hair breakage and hair
loss that plagues many women with afro-textured hair How to best use nutrition and other health-based principles to
maximize hair growth potential How to develop a life-long and flexible hair regimen based in holistic hair care How to
leverage the power of Ayurveda, an ancient form of alternative medicine that has helped women grow beautiful hair for
thousands of years In truth, If You Love It, It Will Grow is more than a book, it's a philosophy! There is a great
interconnectedness between how women feel about their hair and how they feel about themselves. Growing healthy,
longer and beautiful natural hair is absolutely within your reach. It's all about giving your hair what it needs- that extra bit
of TLC. If You Love It, It Will Grow!
Do you want to know how to take good care of your black hair? Black hair can be prone to dryness, which makes it frizzy
and rough. You end up with hair which is difficult to detangle and style. Most people with black afro type ethnic hair find it
difficult to manage their hair and they don't know how to take proper care of it.It may be tough, but it is not impossible.
There is no need to spend thousands of dollars on salons trying to make sure that your black hair is healthy, clean and
stylish. You just need to get the right products and learn the right techniques for giving that natural and relaxed look to
your hair. So, are you ready to give the care that your black hair needs? Then, let's get started!
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African American professionals, entrepreneurs and
corporate executives. Every month, BLACK ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful information on careers, small business
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and personal finance.
THIS IS A HARDCOVER BOOK. Black Hair Care In Color is the second photo book of Arial Robinson. This book of
drawings explores color through hair products. Hair is a big part of black culture. Our hair tells a story and many times
speaks for us before we can. Our hair tells stories of passion and courage and strength. A lot of patience, attention and
care goes into keeping black hair healthy. As we've moved through the years, we've learned more about our hair. The
products and styles have changed. In this book Arial Robinson explores old and new products and tools that have helped
black hair defy gravity and odds. Products in the book are grouped by their color to help children learn. Many products
will be familiar to children, and they may even be able to spot them in their own homes. Outside of this book being a
great learning material, it also serves as a great coffee table. This book is a great nostalgic piece that explores the
products that we all grew up on and the ones that we will use on our children and grandchildren.
Using in-depth interviews with hair salon owners, Doing Business with Beauty explores several facets of the business of
owning a hair salon, including the process of becoming an owner, the dynamics of the owner-employee relationship, and
the factors that steer black women to work in the hair industry. Harvey Wingfield examines the black female business
owner's struggle for autonomy and success in entrepreneurship.
Secrets to beautiful, healthy hair lie within the pages of this book. This exciting, handy, mini-reference guide is chock-full
of accessible hair care & styling information for the black woman. Advice is offered by hair care specialists,
dermatologists, & clinical professors of dermatology. Never before has ONE book so thoroughly covered the black
woman's hair care & styling needs, including: hair growth, grooming, hair loss, breakage, afros, press & curl, relaxers,
curly perms, braids, weaves, wigs & more! Since its debut, this book has remained in the spotlight, with over FIFTY
articles appearing in ethnic & general population publications. The editors of ESSENCE magazine declares it as the book
that offers tips to keep the black woman's hair in TIP TOP SHAPE! MADEMOISELLE magazine's editors STRONGLY
RECOMMEND it for ALL of its black readers. ALLURE magazine uses it as an authority for black hair care advice.
CLASS magazine heralds BLACK HAIR IS... as the book that presents a WEALTH OF INFORMATION FOR THE
BLACK WOMAN WHO WANTS TO BE IN TUNE WITH HER HAIR. BLACK HAIR CARE magazine, the premier
magazine for hair care & styling ideas for black women, devoted a four page spread to BLACK HAIR IS... This book is
truly loved. Please make sure that it is on your shelf for your customers to see & buy. BLACK HAIR IS...available from
IMAGE PERFECT COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 1480-F Terrell Mill Rd., Ste. 289, Marietta, GA 30067, (404) 956-8104.
Quantity discounts available.
What are you going to do with your children's hair? Combing your daughter's hair is giving you a headache and now your
son is asking you for cornrows. Relax. Finally, there's a lifeline for those who are desperately seeking help in styling their
Black children's hair. Learn the tricks and techniques for today's most popular hairstyles with the easy-to-follow steps
found in It's All Good Hair. It features hair-care and styling tips from a variety of experts, and you'll learn all the secrets to
braiding, relaxing, and locking, as well as discover many other creative styling ideas. Say good-bye to those disastrous
attempts at doing it alone. Here's the support you need to help your children look good and feel their very best.
When is hair "just hair" and when is it not "just hair"? Documenting the politics of African American women's hair, this
multi-sited linguistic ethnography explores everyday interaction in beauty parlors, Internet discussions, comedy clubs,
and other contexts to illuminate how and why hair matters in African American women's day-to-day experiences.
A humorous but informative chronicle of black hair in America looks back at the styles, myths, and grooming techniques
adopted by African Americans throughout their history. Reprint.
Dry Hair. Dandruff. Split Ends. When your hair reaches rock bottom it's time for a little rehab. While we can't permanently
undo the damage of the past, Hair Care Rehab: The Ultimate Hair Repair and Reconditioning Manual will give you the
blueprint and tools you need to salvage and work with your stressed out hair. Who is this book for? Everyone! Brunette,
blonde, straight, wavy, curly, thick, fine-- no matter your hair situation, rehab has you covered! This book takes readers
through three phases of rehab: The Intervention: Discusses hair structure, type and form. Also defines hair damage, and
teaches you how to work with overworked hair! The Detox: Presents a 5-Step strategy for hair repair that WORKS! Hair
Therapy: Offers tips and solutions for 30+ common scalp and hair care issues. If your relationship with your hair is on the
rocks, get the rehab you need today with Hair Care Rehab. Contents: Unit I: The Intervention Chapter 1: Let s Start Off
With What Is Not True Chapter 2: Hair & Scalp: Just the Basics Chapter 3: Damage Defined Chapter 4: What s Your
Drug of Choice? Unit II: The Detox Chapter 5: Getting Damage under Control Unit III: Hair Therapy & Treatment Chapter
6: The Hair Repair Manual Special Topics Alopecia (Hair Loss) Basic Hair Breakage Burns (Appliances) Chemical Burns
Chlorine & Pool Water Damage Color Fading Contact Dermatitis Cradle Cap Crown-Area Hair Breakage Damaged,
Highly Porous Hair Dandruff & Dry Scalp Dry, Brittle Hair Eczema Red, Itchy Scalp Fine, Limp Hair Frizzy Hair Graying
Hair Green Hair Hair Loss & Thinning Head Lice Heat Damage Oily Hair Psoriasis Ringworm Seborrheic Dermatitis
Shedding Single-Strand Knots Sluggish Hair Growth Split Ends Sun & Surf Damage Tangly Hair Thinning Hair Edges
Thin Ends Unit IV: Outpatient Therapy Chapter 7: Special Hair Conditioning & Restoration Treatments Chapter 8: On the
Shelf!
The Science of Black Hair is the ultimate consumer textbook on black hair care. Technically oriented and detailed
throughout, this book was written with the serious hair care consumer in mind. Hair science, research and testimony
combine in this carefully written text designed to examine black hair on a deeper level. With its light academic style it is
truly the last hair book you'll ever need. Readers will learn how to: * Maintain chemically-treated or natural hair in optimal
health. * Stop hair breakage with a novel, protein/moisture balancing method. * Regulate product pH balance for shinier,
more manageable hair. * Grow their hair longer, stronger and healthier for life! Additional Features * Regimen Builder
with extensive product listings * Ingredients glossary * Interviews * Real photos of hair at the microscopic level Are you
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ready to stop battling your hair? Win the war against breakage. Forever. The Science of Black Hair: A Comprehensive
Guide to Textured Hair Care combines research with testimony in an authoritative reference text dedicated to the care of
black hair- relaxed or natural. This powerful book introduces readers to a comprehensive healthy hair care strategy for
achieving beautifully radiant hair regardless of hair type. Black hair structure, properties, and maintenance methods are
carefully outlined throughout this go-to reference book to give you the tools you need to improve the health and look of
your hair, TODAY. The Science of Black Hair Chapter 1: Scalp and Hair Structure, Function, and Characteristics Chapter
2: Textured Hair Properties & Principles Chapter 3: Understanding Hair Growth and Damage for Healthier Hair Care
Chapter 4: What's Your Hair Care Regimen? Chapter 5: Hair Product Selection Basics Chapter 6: Protein & Moisture
Balancing Strategies for Breakage Correction and Defense Chapter 7: Getting Started with a Healthy Hair Care Product
Regimen Chapter 8: Low-Manipulation Hair Maintenance Strategies Chapter 9: Coloring Textured Hair Chapter 10:
Chemically Relaxing Textured Hair Chapter 11: Transitioning from Relaxed to Natural Hair Chapter 12: Regimen-Building
Considerations for Kids Chapter 13: How Our Health Affects Our Hair Chapter 14: Working Out on a Healthy Hair-Care
Regimen Chapter 15: Final Thoughts
Want to go natural but you have very little experience dealing with natural hair? Or maybe you need a better technique in
managing textured hair. This beginner's guide will help you to understand how best to handle black textured hair,includes
step by step guide in developing a routine and affordable product recommendations for those on a budget.. A book I wish
I had when I decided to go natural. Everything you need to help you get started or keep your hair healthy.
Jude shares practical hair-care tips and economical hair-care "recipes" that she created with all-natural ingredients easily
found in at the local grocery store. The book targets African-American women who are looking for simple and economical
solutions for healthy hair.
A PARENT'S GUIDE TO NATURAL HAIR CARE FOR GIRLS A how to guide for healthy and gorgeous black hair plus
and introduction to natural hairstyles Written for mothers of all races who have a child of black or mixed decent, A
Parents Guide to Natural Hair Care for Girlsis your ultimate step-by-step guide to caring for your daughter's natural hair
from birth to early childhood. You will learn the best techniques, products and styles for beautiful and healthy hair, no
matter the texture. If you have you ever wanted to bring out the full health and beauty in your black or bi-racial daughter's
natural kinky, curly, or afro textured hair then this book is for you. If your little girl suffers with dry, brittle, dull, tangling hair
that doesn't seem to grow then this book will show you exactly what to do to overcome these issues so your daughter
can have healthy, long and beautiful natural hair that she can be proud of. You see contrary to what you might believe,
the problem is NOT your daughter's hair. There is no such thing as bad, tough, or difficult hair. The problem may be with
your approach, you may simply not know the techniques, products and styles required to give your daughter the long,
healthy and beautiful natural hair she is capable of. A Parent's Guide to Natural Hair Care for Girls will help you take
action and help your daughter avoid the hair dilemmas, issues and problems often associated with kinky, curly or afro
textured hair. You will learn how to: * Eradicate dry hair permanently * Eliminate short hair and grow long luscious tresses
* Stop hair breakage and promote hair length retention * Wash, condition and style hair for maximum health benefit *
Select the best hair products for healthy and vibrant hair * Evaluate hair to find out what it really needs and why * PLUS
learn how to plait, cornrow and twist natural hair. All our readers can get FREE, bonus book visiting
www.naturalhaircareforgirls.com/amazon-bonus For more information visit www.naturalhaircareforgirls.com
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